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CityBus Strategic Plan
CityBus is the operating name for Greater Lafayette Public Transportation Corporation (GLPTC), a
municipal corporation established in 1971. As a division of local government, CityBus is lead by a Board
of Directors, whose members are appointed by the mayors and city councils of Lafayette and West
Lafayette.
CityBus provides public transportation and paratransit services in the Lafayette and West Lafayette
communities.

Our Mission
CityBus is a proactive community partner. The organization strives to improve the quality of life by
(1) operating safe, reliable and environmentally friendly transit services and (2) partnering in local
economic development activities. With employees who take pride in their work, CityBus provides
excellent customer service and offers efficient, convenient access to destinations throughout Lafayette
and West Lafayette.

Our Vision
CityBus will:
• Play an important role in making the community a better place to live, work, go to school and visit.
• Provide safe, reliable and convenient transit services, and offer a viable transportation choice for all
residents—including those with disabilities—employment centers, and visitors.
• Be recognized as a valuable resource for the community.
• Provide high-frequency transit services in areas with greater densities.
• Operate efficiently, using best practices to give taxpayers the best service possible for their
investment.
• Be a leader in transit-oriented development efforts.
• Assemble developers, local governments, and planning agencies to address land use decisions that
impact mobility.
• Bring environmentally sound transit technologies to the community.
• Use public transportation to support economic development activities.
Our mission and vision statements provide a foundation for our Strategic Plan and goals.
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Introduction

As we look into the future, we can proceed on a day to day basis and get by, or we can choose a
path to meet the transportation needs of our community. The goals and objectives, as established
by the CityBus Board of Directors in this Strategic Plan, will help guide the staff over the next five to
six years.
The four pillars of the plan are addressing unmet needs, improving current route effectiveness,
implementing technological improvements, and determining future facility needs.
Unmet needs currently exist, and more are sure to present themselves over time. In order to be
of value to the community, CityBus must create a way to meet these needs without negatively
affecting other routes in the system.
The impact of the changes in the road network necessitates routing changes that add more time to
routes serving West Lafayette in order to maintain on time performance. The reduction in vehicular
capacity along State Street and the removal of University Street as a transit corridor requires more
time to complete several routes. Along with changes to the west side routes, CityBus hopes to add
or increase service to several routes in Lafayette.
Technology changes rapidly, and
CityBus is committed to utilizing
new and improved technologies
to keep our riders informed and
make their travel as convenient as
possible.

Strategic Plan

As we add more routes and increase
frequencies, acquiring more buses
is essential. Space to house and
maintain additional vehicles is
currently at a premium and we must
look at options to accommodate
growth.

“The greater danger for most us is not that our aim is too high and we
miss, but it is too low and we reach it.”….Michelangelo
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Section 1
Unmet Needs
Throughout the planning process, CityBus met with political leaders and not for profit groups, as
well as interested members of the Greater Lafayette community to discover what needs have not
yet been met. Extensive surveying of current and past riders was conducted in the Spring of 2018.
To gauge how well we are performing, an area wide digital survey was also completed in the spring.
Results of the surveys are attached in the appendix of this Plan.
We learned that our riders and community stakeholders are largely satisfied with CityBus. Although
we are pleased with the survey results, we know there are more transportation needs that remain to
be addressed.
350 South Industrial Corridor
The Greater Lafayette area is blessed with a low rate of unemployment. With the low rate comes
challenges. Manufacturers along 350 South are currently having difficulty filling positions at their
plants.
Changing Traffic Patterns
The much needed re-working of the traffic network around campus has spurred a great deal of
re-development in West Lafayette surrounding the Purdue Campus. While the development greatly
benefits both the City of West Lafayette and Purdue University, it has created both opportunities and
challenges for CityBus.
CityBus strives to serve our riders by providing more destinations without transferring and better
on time performance, which require altering the 1B Salisbury and the 4B Purdue West routes. The
opportunity for CityBus lies in the number of residents living in the new high rise developments who
do not own a personal vehicle. Many of these residents will utilize public transportation to meet their
needs for shopping, medical, and social interaction with fellow students.
Before any route changes are made CityBus will have a public outreach process and public hearings.
All changes to the routes must be approved by the CityBus Board of Directors.
Evening Service
Almost every survey CityBus has initiated has three major themes in regards to what passengers
desire: additional passenger shelters, more evening service, and more weekend service are the
needs which consistently appear. With the new Northend Community Center on Elmwood opening
in the Fall of 2018, the CityBus Strategic Plan calls to add evening service on the 2A/2B Union
Schuyler route until 10:00 PM. Over the next few years, the Plan adds more late night frequency
to 4B Purdue West and adds more service on Saturday evenings. The 10 Northwestern Avenue
route has gained popularity over the last several years and plans to run two additional hours in the
evening while Purdue is in session (Fall and Spring semesters).
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Faith East Church Community Center
Faith Church operates a community center that is open to the public. The Center has a health club
and skate-park, plus many other programs beneficial to the residents of Tippecanoe County.
Faith Community Center is east of Lafayette outside of the CityBus taxing district, however, State
law does allow CityBus to serve the area. The question is: What is the best way to serve the Faith
East Community Center? The South Street route has insufficient time in the route to travel further
east to the Center. Is there a need to travel further east every 30 minutes all day long? Can on
demand services such as Uber and Lyft be utilized to serve the area more economically? These
questions, and perhaps other questions need answering. The Strategic Plan calls for CityBus to
hire an outside consultant to help study the issues and help plan the future service to the Faith
Community Center.
Wabash Avenue
The Wabash Avenue neighborhood is located just south of downtown Lafayette and is made up
of mostly working class families. Many years ago, CityBus served the area but had only a minimal
number of riders. Operating the route for too few riders became a financial burden on CityBus.
CityBus would like to re-address serving the neighborhood in the future. How this is accomplished
needs further study. Along with the study on how to serve Faith Community Center, the study should
also include the Wabash Avenue neighborhood.
CityBus Facilities
The CityBus administrative offices, bus maintenance and storage have been located at 1250
Canal Road since 1974. Over the decades, many changes have happened, including enlarging the
administrative offices, adding more indoor bus storage space, and adding a compressed natural gas
(CNG) fueling station. In August 2014, CityBus opened the CityBus Center on 3rd Street for better
passenger amenities for the disabled. Although CityBus facilities currently meet the day to day
requirements of operating an efficient transit system we must prepare for the future. As demand
grows so will the size of the fleet. Not storing buses indoors represents a major issue throughout the
winter. As routes are added, space at the CBC will not accommodate additional buses. This Plan will
discuss several options to address future facility needs.
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Section 2
Improvements to the Current Fixed Routes
Addressing the challenges associated by the changes to the road network throughout the campus
area can be corrected in one year which will improve on time performance as well as the safety of
our riders and the general public.
The recent apartment construction, with more in the planning stages in the Chauncey area, poses
a direct threat to the continued success of the routes serving West Lafayette. Although rents tend
to be much higher in apartment communities close to campus, students will continue to seek
housing close to the University. Fast and convenient travel to and from campus will give students an
attractive alternative to living next to campus. The changes to the 1B Salisbury and the 4B Purdue
West will allow that to happen.
Increasing ridership at current levels is strategically important as it directly relates to funding
CityBus. Growing the ridership is important to maintain and grow the Small Transit Intensive Cities
(STIC) funding so that CityBus can continue to offer high quality service. Many of the suggested
improvements are a result of analyzing our survey data as well as making observations in the field.
1B Salisbury
In order to help maintain on time performance, the 1B Salisbury was re-routed off of State St to
Northwestern Ave in April of 2016. Even with this modification the route remains difficult to keep on
time.
The plan is to increase the number of buses on the route from two to three and make the round trip
90 minutes instead of an hour. This will reduce the average speed of the route greatly. In addition,
1B Salisbury would serve Meijer/Menards shopping center as well as Klondike Road up to the
intersection of Cumberland Avenue and Klondike Road.
This will allow those living on Klondike easy access to Meijer, Menards and Wal-Mart without the
need to transfer buses. Improved pedestrian safety is an additional benefit to the route change. For
residents living in the Cumberland/Klondike area the ride to campus will be much shorter, as route
4B will travel Cumberland Avenue to Wal-Mart and then on to campus. This change will help on time
performance as we no longer will have to turn around on property owned by the Lodge Apartments.
Implementation Date: August 2019
Annual Cost of Additional Service: $410,000
Exhibit 1.1
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Both routes serve the north end of Lafayette, which is comprised of neighborhoods mostly made
up of working class families. The major change to the area is the opening of the Faith Churchsponsored Northend Community Center. The community center will house many community not
for profit organizations as well as activities geared to people of all ages. The operating hours of the
center are 5 AM to 10 PM Monday to Friday and 9 PM on weekends. The Plan calls for service to
theNorthend Community Center until 10 PM.
Implementation Date: January 2019
Annual Cost of Additional Service: $75,000
9 Park East
Ridership on 9 Park East continues to grow since service began in July of 2016. Service was added
to IU Arnett in 2017. The route began serving Sunnyside Intermediate School in 2018. In January
of 2019, CityBus would like to realign the route to serve Sagamore Parkway between South Street
and McCarty Lane. This will provide better coverage to a currently underserved area, providing
closer access for workers at Alorica and Wabash National and shoppers at Aldi.
Implementation Date: August 2019
Annual Cost of Additional Service: N/A
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4B Purdue West
Due to many of the same the issues facing 1B Salisbury, the 4B Purdue West is a challenge to keep
on schedule. To remedy the situation, we are proposing a shortening the one-way loop by including
a right turn onto Cumberland Avenue from Klondike Road. This reduces the trip by 1.2 miles,
lowering the average speed from 15.8 MPH to 14.6 MPH. As the area begins to further develop with
the addition of a Franciscan Health facility, as well as other residential and commercial projects,
CityBus will need a way to get patients, customers, and employees to work. This change would also
allow us to not travel into Blackbird Farms subdivision.
Implementation Date: August 2019
Annual Cost of Additional Service: N/A
Exhibit 1.2
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4B Purdue West Evening Service
The demand for transit service along the high density corridor between Purdue University and
Lindberg Road continues to thrive, but our customer satisfaction survey had some of the lowest
ratings on this route for frequency during the evening hours. By increasing the frequency from 60 to
30 minutes, ridership has a very good chance to continue to grow. The 30 minute headways would
only be in effect during Purdue’s Fall and Spring semesters.
Implementation Date: August 2021
Annual Cost of Additional Service: $55,000
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4B Purdue West Saturday Evening Service
A third improvement for the 4B Purdue West route is operating the bus later on Saturday evenings.
This change will not only accommodate graduate students but also gives students a safer trip home
after a night out with friends.
Implementation Date: August 2021
Annual Cost of Additional Service: $27,000
Saturday Evening Service
Among the common requests for service improvements are later evening service on weekends.
Following weekend service improvements to 4B Purdue West in August 2021, CityBus will add later
Saturday evening service on the other core fixed routes, including 1A Market Square, 1B Salisbury,
4A Tippecanoe Mall and 7 South Street. Hourly service will be extended to 10:40 pm for each route.
Implementation Date: August 2022
Annual Cost of Additional Service: $34,000
10 Northwestern Ave
Over the last several years, the route has shown great improvement. Route 10 and 5 Happy Hollow
were interlined until August 2017. In a year to year comparison, route 10 Northwestern saw an
increase of 8.8% in passengers per mile. For the first 4 months of 2018 the average passenger per
mile has increased 3.09%. Part of the success is due to the de-coupling of the route and perhaps
greater occupancy rates for the apartments along Yeager Rd as a result of Purdue’s continued
increase in student enrollment.
When Purdue is in session during the Fall and Spring semesters, the number 10 Northwestern route
operates until 10 PM. With a great number of graduate students living along the route the last trip at
10 PM does not meet the needs of the students. Many of the graduate students need more time on
campus to conduct research. Extending the route for two hours keeps this route an attractive option.
Implementation Date: August 2022
Annual Cost of Additional Service: $27,000
Industrial Express
The need for employees is everywhere as shown by the “Now Hiring” signs posted throughout the
two cities. Many employers have changed their hiring procedures to hire temporary help first at a
lower hourly rate, which creates a need for public transportation. Public transportation is typically
not attractive to blue collar workers who make $20.00 or more an hour. Temporary help, however,
averages much less (around $12.00 an hour) which puts them much closer to workers who have
traditionally used public transit.
Unlike traditional fixed route service, the express route will operate only when needed: about 3.5
hours per day, Monday through Saturday. Employees will use their corporate ID cards as passes to
board not only the express bus but all other routes within the CityBus system. To alleviate free riders
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who no longer work for one of the partners in funding the express service, the IDs will have a sticker
showing an expiration date. CityBus will partner with local industry to pay for the cost of operating
the express route.
Implementation Date: January 2019
Annual Cost of Additional Service: $122,000

Future CityBus Service Improvement Timeline
350 Industrial Express*
2A Schuyler /2B Union Weekday Service Extension
9 Park East Realignment

Spring 2019
1B Salisbury / 4B Purdue West Realignment

Fall 2019

4B Purdue West Saturday Service Extension
4B Purdue West Weekday Evening Frequency Improvement

Fall 2021
4A Tippecanoe Mall Saturday Evening Service Extension
7 South Street Saturday Evening Service Extension
1A Market Square Saturday Evening Service Extension
1B Salisbury Saturday Evening Service Extension

Spring 2022
10 Northwestern Weekday Service Extension

Fall 2022

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

*Route starts on a 6 month trial basis
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Section 3
Future Technological Initiatives
Over the last two decades CityBus took advantage of new technologies to help advance the
experience of our riders and to improve operational efficiency and effectiveness. The technology
improvements currently deployed by CityBus are listed below.
Efficiency
• Computerized accounting and maintenance software
• Computerized Assisted Dispatching(CAD/AVL)
• Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) propulsion systems
Effectiveness
• Real time passenger information
• Audio announcements
• Next bus digital signage
• Web site how to ride tools and information
CityBus is considering implementation of the following technologies as part of the Strategic Plan.
Mobile Fare App
A new mobile fare application will debut in the Fall of 2019. With the use of a smart phone riders
will be able to purchase their fare electronically, eliminating the need to purchase paper tickets in
person. Fares will be account based and assigned to a user’s phone number.
Each day a picture will appear on the user’s phone that the bus operator will recognize which allows
the rider to board the bus. Not only will this technology make riding the bus easier it will also reduce
printing costs.
Signal Prioritization
With the changes made to the streets in West Lafayette leading to greater congestion and lower
vehicle speeds, it is apparent the need for a solution to help move the buses through the traffic.
The technology does not switch the signal to green, however it will shorten the length of time
the light is red. CityBus intends to partner with the City of West Lafayette in order for a seamless
implementation of both hardware and software.
Run Cutting Software
The largest single line item in the CityBus budget is Operator Wages. Purchasing software to
optimize the use of our labor force will be invisible to the riding public but could be an asset to
efficiently managing our resources. Run-cutting software will pay for itself over time by using
millions of combinations of service hours to determine the most efficient use of labor. A request for
proposals will be developed to procure the software with the first computerized run cut to occur in
the Spring of 2019.
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Route Planning Software
As we look to make major route changes in West Lafayette and study how to bring transit service
to areas that are currently unserved we may wish to consider investigating software programs that
measure the length of each route, prepare an estimate of costs or savings, and provide demographic
information.
Autonomous Vehicles
With each passing day we are getting closer to the point where vehicles can operate without human
interaction. Getting vehicles to the designated destination, passenger safety concerns, and fare
collection are all issues that must be addressed. Using autonomous vehicle technology to move
vehicles around the facility to assist with evening fueling and morning pullout are two options
that are worth further exploration in the near term. In FY 2020 the FTA plans to announce a grant
opportunity to develop such technology for garage operations. With ZF/TRW in close proximity to
the CityBus facility it makes a good deal of sense to pursue the autonomous garage options.
Autonomous vehicles (AV) are already operating in the United States (Las Vegas) and their use
is growing in countries such as Dubai and Switzerland. The practical application for AVs is to
connect passengers to the fixed route system. Connecting neighborhoods like Wabash Avenue or
destinations such as Faith Christian or Subaru make AVs an ideal application. Currently Trapeze has
software that will operate the AVs in the areas so desired.
Fare payments can be automated or perhaps free as the rider will eventually pay a fare. The question
remains as to how “smart” our cities are and to what degree an AV can be used. The savings occurs
as the vehicles are driverless and perhaps have no or fewer accidents. A rider would have to either
use their smart phone or computer to schedule the AV. With all of the technology needed savings
would only occur if more than one AV is utilized since additional technical help may be needed to
keep the system functioning. The cost of adding a systems administrator would have to be spread
over several AVs as the salary and benefits of a systems administrator would be greater than an
operator.
Electric Vehicles
The biggest trend in the transit industry is electric buses. Battery technology has come a long
way allowing buses to stay on the road 9 to 11 hours a day before they need to be re-charged. By
2020 it is anticipated the improvements in battery technology will advance the range to 12 hours
or more between charges. The cost of an electric bus is double of a CNG powered bus but has
one third fewer parts. CityBus will investigate the life cycle cost of the vehicles as the information
becomes available. Part of the problem of doing life cycle costing on such a new technology is
the brief history of electric buses. Over the next five years CityBus should monitor the progress
of the electrically powered buses specifically the cost of the vehicles and the life time cost, the
infrastructure improvements needed as well as the cost to power the buses.
A route that may be a good candidate for electrification is the #23 Connector route. Besides playing
off the name “Connector” the route has few hills which is important with electric vehicles as more
power is consumed with changes in grade.
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A secondary benefit to using electric buses is public perception. When the diesel electric hybrids
were first introduced into the fleet the public loved the idea of cleaner operating buses. However, in
Indiana, it is no secret that our electricity is generated mostly though coal. One way to offset this
criticism and to lower our operating costs is to place solar panels on the roof of our buildings.
ADA Web Portal
In order to improve operational efficiency, CityBus will work with our CAD/AVL provider to implement
an ADA web portal for trip scheduling and modification. Riders will be able to log into the system
and make trip reservations. The reduction in the number of incoming calls will allow CityBus to
continue with just one paratransit dispatcher.

Future CityBus Technological Initatives Timeline
Mobile Fare App

Run Cutting Software

Signal Prioritization

ADA Web Portal

Electric Vehicles

Autonomous
Vehicles
Route Planning
Software

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025
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Section 4
Facility Improvements
As the Greater Lafayette community continues to grow, CityBus will need to purchase additional
vehicles to put new service on the road. Space to house and maintain a growing fleet is currently at
a premium. We must consider options to accommodate growth.
4.1 CityBus Administrative and Maintenance Facility
In order to generate options to consider for the inevitable fleet expansion, CityBus hired Synthesis
Architects and HNTB to conduct the study. The study contains three options:
• Relocate the administrative offices off site and use the space for additional
vehicle storage
• Relocate the administrative offices to the northeast corner of the existing
property and demolish office space to create more indoor vehicle parking
• Purchase land or an existing facility with sufficient square footage to meet
all the needs (administrative, maintenance, and storage) for the next 40 to
50 years
All options are based on reaching a lease agreement with the Lafayette Parks Department. CityBus
already has one lease in place to use property owned by the Parks Department but would need
additional space in order to maneuver around the property. If expansion occurs on CityBus owned
property it would be prudent to make the expansion sufficiently large enough to accommodate
growth over the next 16 to 20 years. A small addition that may last a few short years is the same as
kicking the proverbial can down the street.
The January 2017 study conducted by Synthesis and HNTB contained several options. Option 2
has the most promise, but has a new administrative office in the northeast corner of the Canal Road
property.
Synthesis HNTB Option 2A New Administrative Offices and Additional Vehicle Storage
The Manager of Maintenance and Manager of Operations would remain at the Canal Rd site in
order to be closer to their employees. The new office space in the northeast corner could house
the Operations Department offices, dispatch center and a training facility for large group training
sessions. A smaller training room is needed to house a bus simulator to help new hires learn
to operate a bus as well as veteran drivers who need to work on any deficiencies. When all of
the construction is completed a total of 31,300 square feet will be built. The advantages and
disadvantages are as follows:
Advantages
• Easy to build in phases as needs arise
• Attains desired administrative/office efficiencies
• All vehicles stored under roof
• Good flow of vehicles on the property
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•
•

Good separation of functions
Enhanced security opportunities

Disadvantages
• Not all functions under one roof
• Requires a large number of new garage doors
Cost Opinion
• $9,250,000 to $10,800,000 +/Synthesis HNTB Option 2B Operations Department Offices and Additional Vehicle Storage
This site plan would have minimal changes from Option 2A. The administrative space would be
smaller as it would only house the Operations Department employees. The alternative would
be to locate the administrative offices off-site, preferably near the CityBus Center for customer
convenience. Riders needing passes or trying to recover lost and found items would have a much
easier time completing their tasks if they did not have to travel to the Canal Road location. Closer
proximity would also allow CityBus managers to have a better view of what is happening at the CBC.
Along with the Manager of Operations, the Manager of Maintenance would also stay at the Canal
Road site to supervise all of the maintenance functions.
Advantages
• Accessibility to our riders and riders’ accessibility to CityBus staff
• Smaller administrative building resulting in lower construction costs
Disadvantages
• Separates the management team making communication more difficult
• Adds cost either through leased space or new construction
• Requires a large Federal investment
Cost Opinion
• Additional construction cost and land acquisition adding $4 to $5 million
Purchase a New Facility
This option would be the most expensive. The location of the new facility is crucial to maintaining
the cost of operations. A new facility farther away from downtown Lafayette or the Purdue campus
would be very costly in terms of paying drivers travel time for the morning pullout and evening pull
in. Buying a piece of land and building a new facility would require CityBus to find a piece of land
close to the center of town large enough to house all the functions for at least a 50 year period of
time. CityBus has been at the Canal Rd location for 44 years and can remain for another six to ten
years so a 50 year window has legitimacy.
Advantages
• The entire administrative team works under one roof
• This subject would not have to be addressed for another 50 to 60 years
• Expandable throughout the life of the building
Disadvantages
• The most expensive option
• Finding a suitable location that meets the 50 year criteria
• Most likely will not be on a bus route inconveniencing our riders
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Cost Opinion
• $35,000,000 to $40,000,000
No Build Option
Currently the West Lafayette Community School Corporation (WLCSC) is considering building its
own garage facility and operating its own fleet. Should this occur, CityBus could reduce the fleet
size by eight or nine buses, which would help relieve overcrowding in the bus storage area. At this
point in time it is also uncertain what Purdue University has planned for increasing or decreasing
the amount of bus service over the next few years. As the campus both grows in numbers of
students and buildings, it is difficult to see how the campus would function without bus service. If
the University decides to use a private operator to provide the service this too would free up a lot of
room to store vehicles.
4.2 CityBus Center
CityBus Center opened in August 2014. Over the next 5 to 10 years the facility most likely will not
need new HVAC or concrete work. Although the infrastructure is in relatively good shape, the current
facility will not accommodate further growth in the number of fixed route buses that come and go
every 30 minutes throughout the day.
To make room for additional buses, CityBus would be interested in partnering with the City of
Lafayette to develop the Dye parking lot – an acre of land directly north of the CityBus Center.
In addition to adding a boarding area for future routes the area could be developed in several
different ways. A new building could be constructed to create a waiting area for both CityBus and
Greyhound passengers with additional floors housing offices for public or private use. This type of
development is known as Transit Oriented Development (TOD). One example is the Bloomington
Transit two story terminal. Bloomington Transit uses the main floor and the Monroe County 911
dispatch center leases the second floor.
TODs are not limited to just public use. Private sector partners can purchase or lease space
from CityBus. The money would then be used for upkeep of the area and to fund other CityBus
transportation related functions.
Another option that would blend itself well with the additional staging area is a plaza area that
allows interaction with others. The plaza could be designed similar to Pioneer Square in Portland,
Oregon. Tri Met, the local transit authority, uses the area for traditional transit purposes, such as
staging buses and selling passes, along with non-traditional uses such as showing outdoor movies,
sand castle building demonstrations and chess and checker tables for board games. What they
accomplished in Portland is called “place-making.” Lafayette could have its own Pioneer Square
along the riverfront.
Both cities, along with the Wabash River Enhancement Corporation (WREC), are currently exploring
the idea of constructing a second pedestrian bridge across the Wabash River to connect downtown
Lafayette to the currently-planned downtown West Lafayette, now known as the Levee. The bridge
would span the river at the same point the Brown Street Bridge did decades ago. CityBus would be
a natural partner with both municipalities and could assist with the project by applying for a BUILD
Transportation grant (formerly known as the TIGER Grant Program).
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How to Pay for it All

Section 5

Adding three quarters of a million dollars of additional service over the next three to four years is no
easy task for a small transit agency like CityBus. This section discusses what steps need to be taken
to accomplish the plans outlined in the previous sections.
Small Transit Intensive Cities
Small Transit Intensive Cities (STIC) is a relatively new FTA program that has endured several
Congressional reauthorizations of the Transportation Act. In 2018 each of the six STIC factors were
worth $202,000. In 2019 the FAST Act increases the amount by 33% to approximately $268,660
per factor which amounts to almost an additional $200,000 based on the three factors that CityBus
currently meets or surpasses.
In the past, CityBus earned five STIC factors, but the sampling for the National Transit Database
(NTD) occurred during the construction phase of the Re-State project which dramatically lowered
the number of riders carried. CityBus is required to conduct the sampling at least once every
three years. However, we have the option to sample next year, one year earlier than scheduled.
By regaining the two lost STIC factors, CityBus will increase its Section 5307 formula funds by
approximately $537,320. If the sample is taken in 2019, it will be processed in 2020 and available in
the 2021 federal fiscal year.
Section 5307 FTA Formula Funds
As a transit system operating in a community under 200,000 people, CityBus has the flexibility
to use its FTA funds (Section 5307) for either operating or capital assistance. CityBus has always
kept a balance of using funds for both operating assistance and for capital needs such as buses,
tires, staff vehicles and computer equipment. In order to pay for the service improvements, more
Section 5307 funds should be allocated to operating assistance. If an average of one bus per year
was purchased through one of the FTA’s discretionary grant programs (Section 5339) an additional
$400,000 would be available to use to fund the additional service.
Discretionary Grant Programs
The largest growth in FTA funds is in the Section 5339 discretionary grant program. The Bus and
Bus Facilities, Low and No Emission (LONO), and BUILD Transportation grants are three programs
that CityBus can utilize to replace vehicles and address increasing the size of our administrative and
storage facilities. The grants are competitive and the amount of funds requested through the grant
applications far exceed what is available. How well the grant is written and supported by members
of Congress is vital to the success of the grant application. Hiring a consulting firm to assist in
the effort to obtain additional FTA funds should be considered. The consulting firm would not only
advocate for additional buses but would also include assisting in grant applications for the building
improvements and additions.
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Eliminating Diesel Buses
The cost of running diesel buses compared to buses powered by CNG has been proven to be
significantly more expensive. CityBus currently operates 28 CNG-powered vehicles, comprising 39%
of the fleet. CityBus will need to procure four CNG buses per year over the next decade to completely
replace all diesel buses. Any acceleration in the schedule of bus replacement significantly improves
the bottom line. Every diesel bus that is replaced with a CNG-powered bus lowers the operating
budget over $20,000 annually before the alternative tax credit is refunded. With the $.50 per
diesel gallon equivalent (DGE) tax credit, the savings are closer to $27,000 annually per bus. The
calculations are based on diesel at the current market rate of $2.40 per gallon and the cost of CNG
at $.75 per DGE for a bus traveling 50,000 miles per year.
Summary
To meet the need for additional hours of service, it is anticipated that CityBus will need an additional
$750,000 annually. By adding the savings in fuel for a year by adding four CNG buses ($108,000),
one less bus purchased with Section 5307 funds ($400,000), and the additional STIC money
($537,000), the total savings comes to $1.045 million.
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Section 6
How Does CityBus Compare?
How CityBus compares to other transit systems within Indiana helps gauge performance and
whether or not changes should be based on metrics of comparable systems. The Indiana
Department of Transportation (INDOT) classifies transit systems into four tiers, with the largest
transit systems comprising Tier I. All of the agencies in Tier I are public transportation corporations
with the exception of Evansville.
Efficiency
Passengers per mile is one of the metrics used to measure efficiency. In 2017 the state average
was 1.16 passengers per mile which is less than half of our mark of 2.43 passengers per mile.
Bloomington Transit is the leader in this category at nearly three rides per mile. Some of the larger
cities cover a greater area but carry too few passengers to even reach the state average.

2017
SYSTEM

MILES
TRAVELED

RIDERSHIP

PASSENGERS
PER MILE

Bloomington
Evansville
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Lafayette
Muncie
South Bend

1,191,376
1,585,913
2,153,575
11,726,419
1,973,645
1,086,728
1,703,978

3,338,351
1,561,597
1,780,659
9,064,092
4,580,987
1,433,005
1,640,018

2.92
1.14
0.87
0.81
2.43
1.48
1.03

Effectiveness
An efficiently operated transit system is ideal. However, the combination of carrying passengers
and generating operating revenue at the same time is also of great importance. Operating revenue
allows transit systems to provide more service to the public since they are less dependent on
government assistance. The transit industry uses the cost recovery ratio to help determine
effectiveness which is defined as fare revenue, leases, exterior advertising sales and contracted
service divided by operating expenses. Using data included in the 2017 INDOT Public Mass Transit
Annual Report shows CityBus with the highest recovery ratio in Tier 1. The CityBus cost recovery
rate is almost double the state average.
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2017
SYSTEM

EXPENSES

Bloomington
Evansville
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Lafayette
Muncie
South Bend

$7,327,799
$7,557,161
$12,625,199
$68,904,842
$11,592,217
$6,961,559
$9,786,352

FARES
$1,668,630
$1,422,821
$1,319,690
$10,352,673
$3,116,156
$228,834
$1,340,169

OTHER
REVENUE

$437,210
$338,514
$703,353
$380,052
$557,728
$64,671
$309,411

COST
RECOVERY
28.74%
23.31%
16.02%
15.58%
31.69%
4.22%
16.86%

Whether our cost recovery is high or low, the public is more attuned to how many annual riders
CityBus carries. The low cost of fuel and disruptive road construction projects have caused ridership
to dip. CityBus was far from the only transit system to experience fewer riders. Below is the ridership
change from 2016 to 2017.

Ridership Change
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Bloomington

Evansville

Fort Wayne

Indianapolis

Lafayette

Muncie

South Bend

2016 Ridership

3,479,883

1,810,837

1,869,566

9,494,492

4,794,873

1,613,032

1,748,661

2017 Ridership

3,338,351

1,561,597

1,780,659

9,064,092

4,580,987

1,433,005

1,640,018

2016 Ridership

2017 Ridership
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